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There is nothing more satisfying than eating a meal made over a campfire in a cast iron pan or
skillet after a day of hiking and being surrounded by nature.You hear the fire crackling, birds
chirping, and bugs hissing as you breathe in the fresh air nature has for you. As you take a bite
into your delicious meal made in the great outdoors, you can’t help but feel it’s the perfect
moment.Camping outdoors requires a lot of skills - cooking is one of them!The Camping
Cookbook is your ultimate guide to cooking the easiest and most delicious meals outdoors over
a campfire. Using essential tips, tricks, and methods, you’ll enjoy gourmet meals while breathing
in the beauty of nature.With this cookbook with you on your next camping trip, you will:● Learn
how to build the perfect campfire and keep it going so you can cook a hearty meal outdoors●
Discover the do’s and don’ts of outdoor cooking so you can avoid the mistakes detrimental
mistakes● Cook outdoors with essential tools such as a dutch oven, cast iron skillet, pie iron, a
grate, and foil packets● Create gourmet meals over a campfire and eat like a king while doing
one of the things you love most● Discover recipes for all types of camping including car
camping and backcountry style camping● Make recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
snacks so you’ll never worry about going hungry while camping● Learn how to clean up and
properly put your campfire out so you leave as little mess as possible in nature● Impress your
friends and family with the incredible meals you’ll know how to make in the great outdoors● And
Much More!If you’re passionate about camping and being outdoors, then the Camping
Cookbook is essential!Long gone are the days of eating peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
while camping.Now you’ll be feasting on rich, gourmet meals while basking in the glory of
making it over a campfire.Are you ready to take your camping skills and experience up a
notch?...Then Order Your Copy of the Cookbook Today!
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the beauty of our mother nature, and you can have plenty of fresh air as well. You don’t need
plenty of stuffs for camping.Camping presents a special opportunity for the inner kid to bond,
reigniting the creative spirit broken down by the daily grind. Children excel on a holiday's liberty
and adventure where the daily schedule is thrown aside, and no one nags them about personal
grooming. It's also a wonderful chance to give them some accountability, which the



independence they will enjoy will richly reward them. If you're going to enjoy the experience of
hiking completely, it's best to leave the urban world as far as possible at home. Whether you're
struggling to get a Wi-Fi link and pick-up work emails, or you cut short the campfire chatter to go
inside and watch television, it's hard to reconnect with nature.You don’t need any special day or
occasion to go and spend a day or two outside with your friends or even family. Camping not
only recharges your batteries, but it improves the quality of your life as well. You would feel more
optimistic, balanced, and energized.If you haven’t planned the trip yet then, go for it, and this
book would help you with the delicious recipes that you can try there.This book has all in it,
which one could forget while preparing for the trip but having this book in hand would not let it
happen. How? The answer is that one could get a list of all the necessary tools or stuff, such as;
torch, tent, pots, lighter, insect repellent, sanitizer, first aid kit, cooler, and many other camping
related things along with them. One could check it in the given list, whether they are missing
anything or not.Besides, this book has various kinds of recipes that would be easy to make while
camping and not wasting most of the time cooking and not appreciating nature's beauty. This
book covers recipes regarding breakfast, lunch, dinner, and even snacks. It also contains
recipes catering to the sweet tooth as well. Having prepared snacks with you would save time
and let you enjoy and relax, away from all kinds of pollution. Overall, it is a guide for everyone,
containing all the details you need to focus on while planning and preparing ahead and not
forgetting anything.Chapter 1. SkilletThis vessel is a very helpful tool when it comes to cooking
outdoors. Many campers opt to use a cast-iron skillet because of its durability and its ability to
preserve heat. Aside from this, you won’t have to use a lot of oil because of its natural non-stick
properties. Because of this, it’s also a lot easier to clean because the cooked food slides right off.
This vessel is great for fried meals cooked over the campfire, hot coals, or a portable camping
stove.Cast Iron CareProperly seasoned and well-cared-for cast iron cookware can last for
generations. It can also continue to function as an easy-release surface far longer than modern
coated nonstick pans. However, the key is proper maintenance, and that’s where cast iron
cookware incites endless debate and anxiety. Everyone knows that cast iron cookware requires
maintenance, but what does that mean exactly? So intense is the fear of doing it wrong that
some people simply don’t use their cast iron cookware at all, letting it idle aimlessly in the
cupboard. This section offers all the information you need to care for and maintain your cast iron
skillet properly.Seasoning a New SkilletSeasoning is a natural way to give your cast iron
cookware a nonstick coating. In simple terms, seasoning means coating the pan with oil and
then heating it. This causes the fat to bond to the surface of the pan, giving it a nonstick
coating.The more complicated explanation involves a bit of science. A new cast iron pan will
have many tiny cracks, pores, and other surface irregularities. If you cook food in the pan when it
is in this state, the food will stick because it will seep into these nooks and crannies.Furthermore,
due to chemical reactions, proteins in the food will actually bond with the metal causing—you
guessed it!—sticking. So, the answer is to fill in these little imperfections and create a protective
layer between the pan and the food.If you purchase a new cast iron pan, the box will likely



proclaim that it is “pre-seasoned,” so you can cook with it right away, but I strongly recommend
that you re-season it if you have the time. A good, thick layer of seasoning takes several
applications to build.Cleaning Your Cast IronThere is a lot of debate about the right way to clean
cast iron. The truth is that several methods work well, and different levels of mess can call for
different tricks. I’ve included what I’ve found to be the five most foolproof methods here. One rule
you should always adhere to: clean your cast iron skillet immediately after use.Hot water. This is
by far the simplest and most common cleaning method. If your skillet is well seasoned, food
particles should come right off with just a bit of elbow grease, some hot water, and a sponge or a
stiff, natural—or plastic-bristle (not wire) brush.Boiling water. If you’re having trouble removing
stuck-on food, rinse the skillet while it is still hot. Fill the skillet again and bring the water to a boil.
Boil for a few minutes to break up stuck-on food. Use a spatula to dislodge food residue, lightly
scraping the bottom and sides of the pan. Be careful to do this gently so that you don’t scrape off
the pan’s seasoning layers.Kosher salt. If you are still left with lots of stuck-on food residue,
make a paste of coarse kosher salt and warm water and use it as a scrub to scour off stuck-on
food.A raw potato. Cut a raw potato in half and dip the cut side into either soap or baking soda.
Use the potato's cut side to scrub the skillet well, slicing off the surface and adding more soap or
baking soda as needed. This cleaning method is especially effective for ridding your skillet of
rust.When you have finished cleaning and drying your skillet, heat the pan briefly over medium
heat and then rub a lightly oil-soaked paper towel over the interior of the skillet. Wipe again with
a clean paper towel to remove any excess oil. Allow the pan to cool, and store in a dry
place.Dutch OvenThe Dutch oven is basically a heavy container pot with a tight-fitting lid.This
cast iron pot may look like an outdoor cooking appliance, but in reality, it can also be a gift to
home chefs around the world. In a Dutch oven, you can cook almost anything.We're talking
about one-pot meals, such as Alfredo pasta and tomato sauces, soups, sandwiches, biscuits,
chili, beef stew, casserole, and the preparation of individual ingredients, such as sauces and
garnishes.You can even cut down on cooking time with a Dutch oven because the pot can go
straight into the oven from the stovetop without missing a beat, and you can put all of your
ingredients in one bowl for many Dutch oven recipes.If you’re looking for an outdoor Dutch oven,
examine the bail handle. It should have a heavy gauge wire on the oven side and be firmly
connected to shaped tangs. Avoid ovens that have riveted tabs.Most of the oven handles lie in
both directions against the side of the oven, but with close examination, you can find some with
a handle that stands at an angle of 45 degrees on one leg.The handle on the lid should also be
carefully examined. There should be a loop attached to both ends of the cover, and it should be
hollow in the center for easy locking. Stay away from those with a sturdy shaped tab for a handle
on the door.An improper lid will be very difficult to grasp and handle, especially when using a lot
of coal. The loop layout offers much better control. The lid should have a lip or ridge around the
outer edge.Finally, look for a second handle attached to the lid or top rim at the oven base.Many
ovens are available with a handle of the skillet type attached to the lid. This is a good idea in
theory, but in fact, it seems that they are more in the way and don't provide adequate



support.These handles also get in the way during storage and packaging. It is essential to avoid
fixed handles on the oven base, although I believe the theory behind these handles was to
promote the placement of the oven in a deep fireplace.Take a couple of red bricks with you to the
store and put them in an oven with this type of handle. Then try to raise the pot with the handle,
and you'll see that the handle is useless. A loaded oven can be a real wrist-breaker, weighing 20
to 25 lbs.Aluminum tends to heat quicker, taking less preheating time, but it does not hold the
heat for long after removing it from the coals. Because aluminum also reflects more heat than
cast iron, it will take more coals to reach a set temperature and sustain it.Dutch Oven
TypesCamping: these Dutch ovens have three legs to keep the coals off, a wire bail handle, and
a slightly concave, rimmed cover to place the coals or briquettes on top and bottom. It makes
internal heat more consistent and allows the inside to act as an oven. Usually, these ovens were
made of bare cast iron.Modern: these Dutch ovens are designed to be used on the stove or in
the oven and usually have a lipless top.Like the unglazed ovens, many older types retained the
handle, while others, like the enameled, had two handles of the ring. Traditional Dutch ovens
consist of cast iron, cast aluminum, or ceramic.Selecting/Buying a Dutch OvenCamping Dutch
ovens are usually bought from hardware stores or sporting goods shops. New Dutch ovens can
be sold in supermarkets or in cooking supply shops for the stovetop or traditional
oven.Determine the size, style as well as form needed when buying a Dutch oven. The Dutch
aluminum oven is popular with backpackers as it is lighter, rustproof and does not need to be
seasoned.If you choose an aluminum oven, be careful not to overheat the oven because this can
permanently damage the pan. Many people prefer cast iron ovens because they heat more
uniformly and remain hot longer. Typically, the cost is about the same.Choose the Dutch oven
that best suits your needs. Dutch ovens are also available in various sizes and use a size
numbering system. The table below shows the various size, weight and
capacity.DiameterWeightCapacityServing Capacity8"3 lbs.2 quarts2-4 people10"5.5 lbs.4
quarts4-6 people12"7.5 lbs.6 quarts6-10 people14"9.5 lbs.8 quarts10-12 people16"11 lbs.10
quarts13-15 people18"13 lbs.12 quarts16-18 people20"14.5 lb.14 quarts19-22 peopleChapter
2. How to Build the Perfect Campfire?How to Build a Camp for Cooking?The purpose is to
convert all wood to coal at the same time. This can produce uniform flame, not burning flame or
burning black cookware. It can also get the longest cooking time from coal.Prepare the
SiteChoose a source of fire of at least 8' from the bushes or any combustible materials. Make
sure there are no hanging branches in the scene.Use large stones or green stems to create a U-
shaped circumference. If you use records, you need to check them from time to time. If the
breeze blows, please face the wind behind the campfire.A large stone is placed behind the stove
as a chimney. "Chimney Rock" will help smoke and getaway.Lay the KindlingFill the fire area with
wrinkled paper or a fire.Lay it down on the paper layer with the layer, each layer switching
direction. Use chopped wood or small dry branches. Do not place the "conical tent pattern." The
fire area must be completely covered with lighted chimneys.Place a bucket of water near the fire
zone. Turn the leaf to light a fire.Build a Fire, Grade the CoalsWhen lit, add firewood. Wood



should be as large as possible. Use solid or hard branches (if any). Distribute the wood evenly
over the fire bed.After the last flame has been extinguished, most of the remainder is white coal.
Please use a stick to push the charcoal to the back end's top position and push the front end's
bottom position to it. This will provide you with "Hi," "Med," and "Low" cooking settings. Or, iron
the charcoal according to your preference.For cooking, place the grill on the rocks or the damp
green tree trunks. Place food directly on the grill or cooking utensils and prepare meals. If you
cook directly on the grill, you can use a small spray bottle or spray gun to extinguish the rogue
flame that usually occurs due to food distillation.When the fire weakens, the coal is accumulated
to get the most heat from it.After cooking, add wood to the campfire at night. Before retiring,
quench well and soak it in water. Place the stone on the fire bed. If necessary, it can be easily
reassembled the next day.What Wood to Use, Determine the Temperature of the Fire and
TricksCooking in a campfire requires clean, burning fire. This can only be done with dried and
marinated wood. Trees that strip green woods in vain—fire can smoke, burn badly, and cause
unnecessary pollution. If there is no dry wood, then it must be filled. Firewood is available in
many public camps—please contact available firewood.AshFraxinus Mandshurica, or the most
common ash, is the Yuleaceae family tree. There are about 50 different species, some are
evergreen, and others are rough. Ash is considered one of the best firewood in the world. It
burns easily, maintains very little moisture, and does not produce much smoke. These properties
make them very suitable for use in campfires. Unlike other woods, white wax burns when it is
green. If you find some ash around the camp, try burning it.CedarIf you want to build a burning
fire to keep it warm, look for flammable cedarwood. The flame it produces is not as large as
some other woods mentioned above, but it lacks the flame's size and is made of heat. Cedar
produces excellent heat and is ideal for burning wood on cold nights. In addition, the cedar has a
unique and pleasant aroma, which is not found anywhere else. Most people love this hidden and
unique perfume. Of course, that's why some furniture polishes and other consumer products
carry the scent of cedar.The only drawback to beech is that it is heavy and takes some time to
burn completely.Black CherryBlack cherry has low smoke and a unique aroma, which is easy to
handle wood and is very suitable for different campsites. It provides moderate heat and cool
sparks, so it is best to choose wood in summer or spring. You just need a gentle breeze to catch
up with, and its lovely scent makes it perfect for you to smoke a piece of meat, fish or chicken in
the camp kitchen.Black cherry cannot provide the heat and light that other types of wood (such
as beech) can provide, so it is not ideal for winter adventures.Determine the Temperature of the
FireInternal temperature: fire can reach an internal temperature of 1650 º F (900 º C) in a flame,
which is called a continuous flame region.Cooking temperature: above the flame where the
flame is not visible (called the hot column region); the temperature can be expected to be
around 600 ° F (320 ° C). This is where you cook. The further away from the flame, the lower the
temperature.Large campfires (such as campfires) may get hotter—more than 2,000 degrees
Fahrenheit (1,100 ºC). Of course, you are not likely to cook over a full-size campfire.A typical
campfire will become hot enough to melt aluminum cans, but not a cast-iron frying pan.You may



have seen what happens when you put a soda can (aluminum alloy) in the fire—it will almost
melt and disappear, except for the top and bottom parts of the soda can.Variables Affecting the
Campfire TemperatureLike all fires, the temperature varies with many factors.Fuel type: wood
type (softwood, hardwood and resin) and dry (sun-dried or green).Fire size: the amount of fuel
will affect the degree of fire.Oxygen flow: the fire in a metal fire pit will not be at the same
temperature as the fire with the continuous oxygen supply (a breeze or a blower pair).A good fire
contains three components: fuel, air, and heat. Long flammable fires are hotter to burn than well-
prepared and stable fires, and this is what we do for cooking.Ingredients to a Good FireYou will
need three things:Tinder: small branches, dead leaves, etc., will quickly ignite and generate
heat, and begin to burn more wood. Paper, cardboard, and flaming agents can also be used as a
fire.Kindle: a thicker wooden block that is easier to burn than the log block you placed on it.
These branches can be larger, thicker, small branches or pieces of primary fuel, which peel off
larger trunks. When it burns quickly, you will start to produce charcoal, which lays a good
foundation for your fire.Fuel: the larger and tougher wood that is placed on top usually requires
more heat and flame to burn, but once it is burned, it will burn, which is an ideal fire for
cooking.For cooking, you need heat to cook steadily as it does at home. If you stack everything
up and create a fiery hell at once, it might look impressive, but it's not perfect for cooking.Heavy
fire can reach 1650 °F (900 °C), and aluminum can melt—it will quickly chew wood supplies and
burn food.In order to cook, your fire must burn first and then create uniform coal.Start with
Tinder. The tin can heat up and ignite, and when it burns, it will generate enough heat for your
bulk fuel.When it burns, it resembles the top of the burner, forming an ideal uniform heat source,
and you can change the temperature by adding more records.Chapter 3. Three Crucial
CampfireSnack FireSometimes, you just need enough fire to heat a cup of coffee or fry it in the
afternoon. Or, it might not have been a temporary facility for a permanent camp. You don't want
the fire to be too big, so cleaning upon departure will waste a lot of time. Enter the snack fire.
Snack fires are just basic tent fires. It is small but very effective.To build it, just move the
branches close together, so a small conical tent is formed. Place an open space in the center
where the fire can be placed. Newspaper balls, dried leaves, and dried pine needles work better.
By practice, you can shoot in seconds. In order for the fire to continue spreading, please
continue to add small branches on the floor.To brew coffee or bacon roasted with boiling water,
wait until the conical tent has fallen before placing the frying pan or kettle in the middle. Continue
adding small branches around the pot to increase the heat.Cooking FireCooking on an outside
cooking fire when you plan to stay somewhere for more than a day and want to build a serious
fire, you should build a cooking fire. Campers often try to cook by placing pots and pans directly
on a fire. However, this usually leads to unsatisfactory results in burning utensils and food. This
caused some handbags to walk along with the camping stove, but you can use all-natural
materials to make an effective fireplace.First, set up the fire near the tent. Make it larger than
snacks. When you are on fire, put two other records side by side, about 7 inches at one end and
about 4 inches at the other end. These two stems are used as a stove where you can put pots



and pans. You can place a narrower bowl like a coffee bowl on the narrower end and a larger
bowl on the wider end. This allows you to cook many dishes at the same time. Distribute or stack
coal to form hotter or cooler cooking areas.If you want to make it more accurate, you can put a
pole on the fire. After that, you can hang the pan a few inches above the fire to cook
carefully.Comfort FireWhat if you could bring comfort and warmth to the campfire? Well, with the
reflected flame, you can. On cold nights, you just don't need a simple conical tent to keep you
warm. You need to focus the heat on you directly. The problem with most campfires is that they
emit heat in all directions. Inverter Fire Barrier solves this problem by repeating the way the
burner works. The background of the fireplace reflects the heat to the home. The inverter does
exactly the same.You can use any type of fire to make reflectors, tents, cabins, sparks, etc. We
put the fire in front of the background just to reflect the heat.Try to find a natural reflector to ignite
the ignition source in front of it. Slopes, large rocks, or earthen dams will work. If you do not find
a natural reflector, you can push two full wooden quantities from the fire's front to the ground at
an angle to build your reflector. Relying on these inclined bars, a row of records from the largest
to the smallest is stacked to form a stop station as a reflector. Use the only greenwood to avoid
burning.Alternative Heat SourcesBefore settling in, explore any potential campsite for possible
hazards, such as poison ivy, rockslides, or dangerous currents. Remind your fellow campers
(especially children) of sensible safety rules such as never swimming alone.Since you know you
need fire, you will need a combustion device as an element of your kit. There are numerous
primitive ways to start a fire—so many that I could write a second volume to cover them—but
remember, you are "smoothing it." You can practice your skills and "craft," but you need to be
prepared as well. Fire is very difficult to create from only natural materials, especially in some
environments, and it requires a high level of skill. There are three reliable methods of ignition
readily available today:LightersAs with any other piece of gear, there are thousands of varieties
of lighters available to you. Which is the best? The most reliable in adverse weather conditions, it
lasts the longest in your backpack when not in use and has to be easy to use when needed. The
regular BIC brand lighter is the forerunner in this category. Lighters that require adding fluid fuels
are prone to evaporation, and if they need parts replaced and are not a throwaway item, they are
too complicated to be reliable. For ease of use, it is hard to beat flicking the BIC! Don't settle for
the cheap imitations; get a real BIC, and if possible, get it in orange so you can readily find it.You
should have at least three lighters: one for the pocket, one for the belt pouch or haversack, and
one for the main pack. The weight is negligible, and the reward is great. The rule of thumb for a
lighter or other open-flame device is five seconds to ignite the tinder; any further use is wasting a
resource.Ferrocerium RodsFerrocerium rods, metal match, mischmetal—these are all
synonymous terms. A ferrocerium rod is a solid rod made from pyrophoric materials, such as
iron, magnesium, cerium, lanthanum, neodymium, and praseodymium. Some of these materials
have a very low combustion temperature, and when you create friction against the rod,
combustion occurs. To accomplish this, you need a 90° sharp edge that is harder than the rod's
material. This harder edge will remove the material and create a spark that is approximately



3,000°F. For use in the woods, it is best to have the largest and longest rod possible, increasing
the surface area and friction over distance. A longer rod will have more material removed when
you strike it, and it will create more burning metal (sparks). I prefer to carry a blank rod that is 1⁄2"
in diameter and 6" long, with the end wrapped in 1" duct tape. (This creates a handle and acts
as an emergency flame extender as well.) Many rods have handles of plastic, wood, or even
antlers, but unless they are actually drilled and pinned, there is no epoxy to keep the rod from
eventually coming out of the handle.Magnification Lens (Sun Glass)From the point of view of
resource management for your kit, the magnifying glass or "sun lens" is really the best fire-
starting method. If the sun is shining, you need only natural materials to make an ember. If you
have made charred material, this will be easily ignited in seconds by the sun. Any lens carried
should be at least 5x magnifications; size is actually more critical than magnification's power.
The larger the surface area to collect the sun's rays, the better it will work. You do not need to go
overboard in this aspect. However, a simple lens that is 11⁄2–2" in diameter will work fine.Chapter
4. Do’s and Don’tsMuch of the cooking within this book refers to the open-flame style of
cooking.Fire safety is essential. Always keep an eye on the fire, never leave it unattended, and
make sure that the fire is completely out, even if it is in a fire ring. Keep fire extinguishers at the
ready, just in case.Second, fire cooking is a tricky business. Until you know how to judge the
heat of a fire or its coals, you may first face some challenges. The best way to attain success is
to keep vigilant while cooking. Note that the best way to cook is directly on hot coals. This means
you must have the time to start a fire, make it hot, and then let it die down into coals. If you do not
have this time or patience, you might want to consider alternatives, as cooking over a flame
though good, is trickier. Using a grill is helpful, and moving the food consistently may help
prevent scorching. If you do not feel comfortable cooking over an open flame, any camp stove
will work quite well.Do not forget to put the fire out after you are finished using it. One of the best
ways to do this is to cover it with sand or dirt until it dies off completely.Here are some additional
tips regarding food safety. While this list is by no means exhaustive, it is a good starting
point.Washing your hands before and after handling food is an important safety rule to follow at
all times. It may be even more so when cooking outside. You can also use hand
sanitizers.Working on a clean surface and keeping bugs and undesired creepy crawlers out of
your food supply is also vital to avoid food poisoning. If you can, keeping your cooler in your car
or trailer is a really good way to avoid contamination.Wash your fruits and vegetables with safe,
drinkable water.Drink a bottle you’ve bought or brought from home to make sure the water
supply you use is safe to drink.Clean-up immediately after each meal, storing leftover food in
airtight containers and away from night prowlers.Food SecurityAll that said, special care should
be taken when preparing your foods on site. Many of these recipes include foods that require
refrigeration. Keep all foods in a cooler filled with ice or in a refrigerator until cooking. This is
especially true for raw meats, dairy, and eggs. When preparing raw meats (and eggs), be careful
not to cross-contaminate. This is when raw meat juices spread to other foods, like vegetables,
which may be left raw. This is a problem because botulism and other bacteria can cause serious



illness when consumed, even in small quantities. Make sure to wash hands, knives, and prep
materials between each dish. Keeping a cutting board and knives for each food item (green for
vegetables, white for meat, for example) can help prevent cross-contamination. You may wish to
prepare as much as possible before your camping trip.Safety Tips Clean-Up TipsBefore
sparking the fire, clear all fire areas of twigs, leaves, and brush.Leave no trace before exiting the
campsite and gather all garbage or waste. Leave things better than you discovered them.Ensure
that there are no trenches and gaps underneath your tent; otherwise, you will get washed out if it
rains.Place garbage and food in a heavy container or clip it into a tree, or else you're going to
have a starving, vicious animal camping spot. DO NOT bring food in your shelters, or you're
going to end up face to face with a starving raccoon.Making sure it's robust and secure with all
your tools.There are definitely no fires in your tent or well, you know what's going to happen.Be
prepared for something that might arise, have the appropriate supplies. Before you go, check the
weather.Keep away from tall trees or something metal; there may be a severe lightning storm.
Put your tent down.If a storm occurs, if it is close, get into a ditch or a cellar.Chapter 5. Type of
Cooking Pie IronFoil Pockets Hobo StyleIf you're looking for quick and easy camping recipes, foil
packet meals are the way to go. All you have to do with most recipes is place the ingredients
onto a foil piece, wrap them up and either toss the packet in the campfire or place it on the grill to
cook.Foil packet meals are campfire cooking broken down to the bare essentials. You can whip
up entire meals in a few minutes and have dinner done in less than half an hour. Some of the
meals in this book are so easy you'll have dinner done in less than 15 minutes.If you want to
save even more time, you can prepare the foil packets ahead of time. All you'll have to do when
you get back to your campsite after a long day of camping is grab a handful of foil packets and
toss them in the campfire. How's that for an easy meal when all you want to do is relax by the
fire?Cooking TechniquesThere are a number of ways you can cook your foil packets. Here are
the most common foil packet cooking methods:In the campfire. The packets can be placed
directly in the campfire. This will cook the food quickly, but it may cook unevenly, as there will be
hotspots in the coals.On a grill over the campfire. A grill over the campfire allows you to utilize
your campfire without having to place the foil packets directly in the coals. The food will cook
more evenly than it will when the packets are placed in the coals. Don't cook your packets over
an open flame. Instead, cook them over hot embers.On a barbecue grill. Fire up the briquettes
and let them burn down to coals. Place the foil packets on the grill to cook. This technique of
cooking your foil packet meals gives you the most control over temperature.In the oven. This isn't
a camping technique, but you can fire up the oven and cook foil packets when you're at home
when you want a quick and easy meal.Regardless of the cooking direction used, it's important to
realize campfire cooking isn't an exact science. The cook times in the recipes in this book are
estimates, and many variables can cause them to be wildly inaccurate.It's important that you
monitor your food closely. Check packets regularly while cooking to see how cooked the food
inside is. It's best to err on the side of caution when checking packets. If you open a packet and it
isn't done yet, you can always put it back on the grill. If you wait too long and the food is burnt,



there isn't much you can do to rescue it.Foil Packet Cooking TipsDon't worry about being exact.
Foil packet recipes are rather forgiving when it comes to the ingredients. I very rarely measure
the ingredients I'm putting in a packet. Instead, I throw in a bit of this and a bit of that until I feel
like I've got things the way I want them.Double wrap your foil packets. You don't want to lose half
of your food through a hole in the bottom of your packet. You also don't want to accidentally poke
a hole in your packet while eating and have hot juices run out into your lap.If you're planning on
dumping the foil packet contents onto a plate to eat them, cut the top off of the foil packet with a
pair of scissors. The foil packet will be hot and trying to unfold; it is an exercise in frustration.
Using scissors will allow you to open the packet without burning your fingers.Use boiled
vegetables to speed things up. Pre-cooked carrots, potatoes and celery will really speed up the
cooking times for recipes that call for these items.When you're cooking foods that don't have a
lot of moisture, add a bit of butter to the foil packet inside to keep the food from sticking to the
foil. Cooking spray will also work.You can eat your food straight out of the foil packet if you want.
Cut an X in the top of the foil packet and fold the foil back, giving you easy access to your
food.You can speed things up in a couple of ways. Create the spice blends ahead of time and
bring them in a Ziploc baggy. Another way to speed things up is to create the foil packets in
advance and bring the ready-to-go packets in the ice chest. All you'll have to do is toss the
packets on the fire.Chapter 6. Car CampingCar Camping EssentialsTentSleeping
bagsHeadlamps or flashlightsCamp chairsLanternExtra cordFirestarter/matchesCook
potsPotholderDutch ovenEating utensilsSharp knifeBottle opener/can opener/
corkscrewCupsCamp grillGrill rack/grateCharcoalPortable tea/coffee makerSunscreenInsect
repellentFirst-aid kitChapter 7. BreakfastBeginnerWild Berry Breakfast Bread
PuddingPreparation Time: 10 minutesCooking Time: 30 minutesServings: 4Ingredients:4 cups
of cubed French or cinnamon bread1⁄2 cup of strawberries, quartered1⁄2 cup of blackberries,
halved1⁄2 cup of blueberries2 eggs, beaten1 cup of cream or whole milk1⁄2 cup of brown sugar1
teaspoon of cinnamon1⁄2 teaspoon of nutmeg1 teaspoon of orange extract18”x18” or larger
piece of greased aluminum foilDirections:Packet folding style: tentIn a bag or bowl, combine the
eggs, cream, brown sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg, and orange extract. Add the cubed bread and
saturate for at least 15 minutes.Add the berry mixture to the bag and blend. Transfer the
contents to the center of a large, greased piece of foil.Create a tent style fold and place the
packet onto the heat source.Cook for 30-35 minutes or until the bread pudding is cooked
through. Make sure it still maintains moisture.Nutrition:Calories: 224Fat: 12Fiber: 5Carbs:
15Protein: 5Orange Choco-nut Energy MuffinsPreparation Time: 10 minutesCooking Time: 30
minutesServings: 4Ingredients:11⁄2 cups of all-purpose flour¼ cup of white sugar¼ cup of brown
sugar1⁄2 cup of dark chocolate chips¼ cup of shredded coconut¼ cup of chopped walnuts¼
teaspoon of salt1⁄2 teaspoon of cinnamon1⁄2 cup of milk¼ cup of vegetable oil1 tablespoon of
fresh-squeezed orange juice8 oranges, cut in half with insides removed8 6”x6” pieces of
greased aluminum foilDirections:Packet folding style: tight wrapIn a large bowl, combine all of
the dry ingredients, including the flour, white sugar, brown sugar, chocolate chips, coconut,



walnuts, salt and cinnamon. Set aside.Take the oranges and cut each in half width-wise,
reserving any juice. Scoop out the pulp to create hollow shells.Add the milk, vegetable oil, and
orange juice to the dry ingredients.Fill one-half of each orange shell with the muffin mixture. Top
with the other half of the orange shell. Wrap each orange tightly in a greased sheet of aluminum
foil.Place oranges onto the heat source and cook for 15-20 minutes, turning
occasionally.Remove from heat and let cool 10 minutes before opening.Nutrition:Calories:
183Fat: 12Fiber: 5Carbs: 15Protein: 4
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T. Townsend, “Great food for camping,. Different types of campfire cooking are discussed skillet
over campfire and camping Dutch oven. Both are attractive to a camper for different reasons.
Convenience and cost being the factors.Next author has included recipes. Recipes are listed in
ranking order. Starting at beginner- recipes are basic. From intermediate to grill master-recipes
are way to follow. Recipes also list nutritional content.-bonus.For structure and content book
gets 5 stars from a camper.”

J. Mielke, “Great book for camping food. As camping season approaches, I am getting ready.
We love hearty meals around the campfire, anf this book did not disappoint. I liked that there
was such h a variety. There was the meat and potato dishes my husband adores but there was
also the soups and chili that can please a crowd. I also liked that there were plenty of side
dishes here. I am always stuck on what to make alongside a cooked protein. I am very happy
with this book.”

Bryan, “Quick cook. When we are o e with the nature , we feeling the grace of God , camping
connect you to the Mother Earth, and give us the pleasure to enjoy the beauty of the God
work .taken air fresh , breath , feel how our lung’s are fully of this magic energy is wonderful. It’s
about have an adventure and the book show you easily recipes to cook faster , without wi-if or tv
will be hard in the first time , however when we share this armory of the nature and Mother
Earth , we change our feelings and mindset to open our soul to get the best experience ever .”

Amanda Lynn, “Excellent Camping cookbook. If you go camping a lot, this is an excellent
cookbook. Even if you haven't been camping before, this book will teach you what you need to
know (even how to put out the fire afterwards). There are a lot of easy recipes included. With a
cast iron skillet and a dutch oven, you will have the 2 main things you will need to cook. No need
to have the typical hamburgers, hot dogs, canned baked beans and roasted marshmallows.”

Alina Hart, “Camp Foods. Pretty good cooking ideas for anyone looking to diversify their typical
camping meals. Usually it's hot dogs, hamburgers and if we're feeling fancy: steak and
potatoes.This cookbook gives you more ideas to cook over an open camp fire that everyone will
be excited for.”

A D, “Make some memorable camp meals. If you love to go camping then this is definitely the
book for you. You can learn how to make some great meals using the cast iron skillet over the
campfire. I will say I'm going to use some of these recipes at home too probably in my backyard.
Campfire cookies here we come.”

Kristina, “Good ideas. Lots of good recipes that are fun and seem easy to make while camping. I



would recommend this book.to others.”

Monika, “Solid content, love the part about fire making and what to look for when buying
equipment.. I was looking for a campfire cookbook that covered how to make a fire to cook on,
this book clearly explain how to make three different fires and what each one are used for.
Different tree types to use for firewood is described but where I live some of them wouldn't be
common to use. This is not a biggie though, I'm sure I can do a quick online search to find
suitable substitute.Looking at the recipes I'm guessing the measurements are what's used in the
US. The recipes sounds yum and I'm looking forward to try them out. On each recipe it tells you
the difficulty, time to make, how many it serves and also lists nutrition (calories/fat/fiber/carbs/
protein) but it doesn't state if it's per person or per recipe (most recipes serve 4). Only a few of
the recipes have pictures of the food and the whole book is black and white except for the cover.
Some of the recipes has 'cooking method' and equipment needed' listed but not all of them.I
love the section about different cookware, how to care for cast iron and what features to look for
whenbuying.Overall, I found this book very informative, easy to understand and provide a lot of
information that I was looking for. The content of the book is solid but the consistency when it
comes to page layout such as margins, fonts, empty rows, whether to present something in a
column or a row, and if the book title should be listed on top of each page or not, need some
work.”

The book by Infinity Press has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 39 people have provided feedback.
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